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ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
POST OFFICE BOX 551 UTTLE ROCK ARKANSAS 72203 (501) 371-4000

April 24, 1979

1-049-14
2-049-11

Mr. K. V. Seyfrit, Director
Office of Inspection & Enforcement
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, Texas 76011

Subject: Arkansas Nuclear One-Units 1 and 2
Docket Nos. 50-313 and 50-368
License Nos. DPR-51 and NPF-6
IE Bulletin No. 79-07
(File: 1510,2-1510)

Gentlemen:

In response to IE Bulletin 79-07, the following information is provided.

ANO-1 and ANO-2 Architect Engineer (B0P)

The following computer codes were used in the seismic stress analysis of
safety-related piping.

HE 632 " Seismic Analysis of Piping Systems"
Bechtel Power Corporation

ME 101 " LEAP" " Linear Elastic Analysis of Pipe"
Bechtel Power Corporation

PISOL - EDS Nuclear Inc.

NUPIPE - Nuclear Services Corporation

SAPIPE - PMB Systems Engineering Inc.

TPIPE - PMB Systems Engineering Inc.

None of the methods specified in Item 1 of the subject Bulletin were
used in these codes.
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Mr. K. V. 3eyfrit -2- April 24, 1979- -

The above programs have been verified as follows:

ME 632 - Verified using PISOL, PIPES 0 and TPIPE

ME 101 - Verified using ME 632, TPIPE, SUPER PIPE

PISOL - Verified using NUPIPE, PIPESD, ADLPIPE and ME 101.

NUPIPE - Verified using ADLPIPE (In this verification, the algebraic
summation option of ADLPIPE was not used).

SAPIPE - Verified using PISOL.

TPIPE - Verified using PISOL and ME 632.

Items number 2 and 4 of the subject Bulletin are not applicable.

ANO-1 and AN0-2 - AP&L Engineering

AP&L seismic analysis of piping systems is performed using a NUTECH
proprietary computer code PISTAR. We have always and will continue to
use the square root of the sums of the squares (SRSS) option of the
program. In no case have we used any of '..._ methods identified in
Item 1 of the subject Bulletin.

PISTAR was based on the University of California at Berkeley code SAP-4.
Complete users information and verification are documented in the following.

1) PISTAR USER'S MANUAL, NUTECH Topical Report
TR-76-002, Revision 1.

2) PISTAR VERIFICATION REPORT, NUTECH Topical Report
TR-76-001, Revision 0.

Items number 2 and 4 of the subject Bulletin are not applicable.

AN0-1 NSSS

A review of modal results in the piping analyses clearly establishes
that the spectral methods mentioned in the subject Bulletin were not
used. Nodal reactions were determined, then the square root of the sums
of the squares (SRSS) of the modal contributions were determined for the
entire structure. Stresses were calculated using the absolute summation
of the maximum horizontal earthquake responses with the vertical earthquake
response.
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The analyses of all piping within the NSSS scope (hot leg, cold leg,
surge and spray piping) were performed using ST3DS/LUMS. These computer
codes were verified using sample problems contained in the users manuals.
The combination of modal reactions by SRSS was verified by hand calculation,
and the combination of directional earthquake response was done by hand
calculation.

Items number 2 and 4 of the subject Bulletin are not applicable.

ANO-2 NSSS

In no case has algebraic summation been used for combining the effects
of horizontal and vertical seismic excitations for system within the
NSSS scope.

The six components of force or moment (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx, My, Mz) at the
supports and various sections of the Pressurizer Surge Line piping were
computed separately for each of the two horizontal and the vertical
directions of seismic excitation by response spectrum dynamic analysis.
The codirectional components of force or moment from one horizontal and
the vertical directions of excitation were combined by absolute summation
to define the seismic loading condition at the particular piping location
for one horizontal and the vertical excitations. A second seismic
loading condition was also defined by repeating the absolute sum combination
for the other horizontal and the vertical excitations. Each load set
was compared to, and shown to be less governing than, the seismic loadings
specified for design of the piping.

The load combinations were calculated and verified by hand.

Time histories of the six components of force or moment (Fx, Fy, Fz, Mx,
My, Mz) at various sections of the reactor coolant system main loop piping
were computed separately for each of two horizontal and the vertical
directions of seismic excitation. Each component of force or moment
from one horizontal direction of excitation was combined by absolute
summation on a time basis with the corresponding codirectional component
of force or moment from the vertical direction of excitation. The
maximum combined value over all time of each of the six components of
force or moment were chosen to define the seismic loading condition at
the particular piping location for one horizontal and the vertical
excitations. A second seismic loading condition was also defined by
repeating the absolute sum combination for the other horizontal and the
vertical excitations. Each load set was compared to, and shown to be
less governing than, the seismic loadings specified for design of the
piping.

Since the combination of loads was performed after the completion of the
dynamic analysis portion of the computation, the appropriateness of the
results of the combination was verified by direct observation of the
uncombined inputs and the combined output.
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Items number 2 and 4 of the subject bulletin are not applicable.

Very truly yours,

na
David C. Trimble.
Manager, Licensing

DCT:JTE:nak

cc: Mr. W. D. Johnson
U.S. fluclear Regulatory Commission
Post Office Box 2090
Russellville, Arkansas 72801
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